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Dear Mr. Aiyi Asnawi

Thank you for your full paper submission.

Title: IN-SILICO SCREENING OF PHYTOCHEMICALS FROM
ASHITABA (Angelica keiskei K.) AS POTENTIAL MYCOBACTERIUM
TUBERCULOSIS KasA INHIBITORS

Author: A. Asnawi  A. Yuliantini and E. Febrina

Email: aiyi.asnawi@bku.ac.id

Your full paper has now been reviewed by experts in the field. The decision
for your full paper is accepted

Congratulations on the acceptance of your full paper.

Please make an APC payment of 8,700,000 rupiah to the following bank
account (BNI 0395924942 a.n Mekar Saptarini) at the latest November, 14th
2022.

Do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions regarding the full
paper information.

We look forward to hearing from you soon.

Best Regards,
ISPST, ISEJ & ISCC 2022 Committee
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Dear Sir/Madam

Your article is scheduled to be published in Vol. 14, Special Issue 5(Nov-Dec), 2022-First week.

Galley proof of article has been attached to this email.

You are required to go through your article and read it critically for any correction.

If you find any correction, send it to scientific committe within 48 hours with reference no.

(Corrections should be suggested in PDF file of your article using Tool comment and Markup)

Please specify reference/manuscript No (Example- IJAP 20154/2021) compulsorily with volume, issue and year.

Note: No request for corrections shall be entertained after the specified time (48 h of receipt of the email). In case, any
of the mistakes left there in will be the responsibility of the author. This is last chance for any correction.

These are few common observations which must be dealt carefully.

Please note that units have been corrected as per guidelines of the journal during copyediting and authors are suggested not to
request for the corrections in the same.

Cross check all the data in text and respective tables and figures critically to avoid any mismatch.

Grammatical errors

Comma and Full stop

Formatting of Tables and figures.

Headings and Subheadings

Uniformity of References (Most important).

Cross check the legends (Mentioned below tables & figures) whether these are correct for respective tables & figures of
modification is required.



In case of any correction, in the image/fig, authors should send the corrected image/figure.

Authors are required to approve their article for publication. If the article is not approved in due time, authors/readers may not
able to find it online.

Note: While sending email for corrections required, please write down manuscript reference no and Issue of
publication in Subject section clearly.

(You can view/read the final corrected copy of the manuscript after the publication only. No further proof will be provided).
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Dear scien�fic commi�ee,

We are grateful that you have made progress with the produc�on of our paper (No. IJAP 13145/2022). The
following are some changes that should be made for the author. The following names can be found wri�en on
the paper:

AIYI ASNAWI1*, ELLIN FEBRINA2, LA ODE AMAN3, ANNE YULIANTINI1

The following names should be considered:

AIYI ASNAWI1*, ELLIN FEBRINA2, WIDHYA ALIGITA1, DEWI KURNIA1, LA ODE AMAN3, ANNE YULIANTINI1

Please see the a�ached document. Please let me know if you require anything else.

I would appreciate it if you could point out my errors.

Best regards

Dr. Aiyi Asnawi
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